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Aristotle, Politics

Book I, Chapters 1-2: 

1. “Every state is a community of some kind, and every community is established with a 
view to some good (=agathon); for everyone always acts in order to obtain that which 
they think good.”

2. “But, if all communities aim at some good, the state or political community (=politike 
koinonia), which is the highest of all, and which embraces all the rest, aims at good in 
a greater degree than any other, and at the highest good.”

3. politikos, basilikos, oikonomikos, despotikos = not same (basilikos is the ruler when 
the government is personal while politikos is one of citizens who rule and are ruled in 
turn according to the rules of the political science)

4. natural ruler (=archōn), who can foresee by the exercise of mind (=dianoia) and 
natural subject (=archomenos), who can give effect to such foresight with its body

5. distinction between the female and the slave (that doesn’t exist among barbarians)

6. FAMILY (=oikos), arises out of these two relationships (=master and slave + male 
and female)

7. VILLAGE (=kōmē), from families

8. STATE (=polis), comes into existence when several villages are united in a single 
complete community, large enough to be nearly or quite self-sufficing (=autarkeia), 
originating in the bare needs of life, and continuing in existence for the sake of a 
good life (=eu zēn)

9. “The state is a creation of nature, and that man is by nature a political animal (=zōon 
politikon).”

10.“he who by nature and not by mere accident is without a state is either a bad man or 
above humanity” (as Homer said, “tribeless, lawless, hearthless one”)

11.“the power of speech”, the gift to human from nature, “is intended to set forth the 
expedient and inexpedient, and therefore likewise the just and the unjust. And it is a 
characteristic of man that he alone has any sense of good and evil, of just and unjust, 
and the like, and the association of living beings who have this sense makes a family 
and a state.”

12.“State is by nature clearly prior to the family and to the individual”  


